We suggest a scalar model of dark energy with the SO(1, 1) symmetry. The model may be reformulated in terms of a real scalar field Φ and the scale factor a so that the Lagrangian may be decomposed as that of the real quintessence model plus the negative coupling energy term of Φ to a. The existence of the coupling term L c leads to a wider range of w Φ and overcomes the problem of negative kinetic energy in the phantom universe model. We propose a power-law expansion kinetics model of univese with time-dependent power, which can describe the phantom universe and the universe transition from ordinary acceleration to super acceleration. PACS number(s) 98.80.Cq, 98.80.Hm
I Introduction
Our universe is spatially flat and on its stage of accelerating expansion driven by the dark energy, which may be quintessence [1] , k-essence [2] , tachyon [3] , phantom [5, 6, 7, 8] or other model, such as, the Chaplygin gas [4] . The current astronomical observation data can not determine completely the nature of dark energy. Up to data, only the constraints on the equation of state of dark energy can be given, such as, the range −1.45 < w < −0.74 [12] (for some other constraints on w see [13] ). The analysis based on the SNe Ia data seems to favor the existence of a phantom energy in the present universe [14] . For a flat RobertsonWalker universe driven by the phantom energy, the scale factor and the Ricci scalar are a = a(t m )[−w pm + (1 + w pm )(
2/3(1+wpm) with the subscript "pm" denoting phantom and
)t m ] −2 , which predicts a possible evolving result of the universe, the "Big Rip" at t = w pm t m /(1 + w pm ) with t m denoting the time when the phantom becomes dominant [5, 6] . The phantom energy with negative kinetic energy (KE) violates the null dominated energy condition dynamically, the instability of the vacuum leads to the vacuum decay [9, 10] . Within the context of quantum fields theory and particle physics, an analysis of the phantom field states the lifetime of the phantom particle can exceeds cosmological time scale if there exists a small momentum cutoff smaller than 10 −3 eV [9] . However, this small momentum cutoff seems to provide the room for the existence of the phantom energy, but it appears unnatural. Thus, a proper understanding for phantom energy should be needed.
One of motivations of this paper is to overcome the negative KE problem appearing in the phantom model. Using the SO(1, 1) dark energy model equivalent to the extended complex model with η = 1 [11] , the Lagrangian density of which may be reformulated as the sum
Φ the Lagrangian density of quintessence and L c the coupling Lagrangian density of scalar field Φ to scale factor a, the negative KE problem may be overcome. This dark energy model allows for the wider equation of state parameter, which may be considered as a quintessence or phantom model. So, it can't only describe the phantom universe but also the universe transition from ordinary acceleration to super acceleration phase. We also propose the power-law expansion universe with time-dependent power, which can describe this transition.
II SO(2; η) model of dark energy
Let us start with the following dark energy model, the Lagrangian of which is given by
where φ 1 , φ 2 are spatially homogeneous scalar fields, η is a real parameter introduction of which make the model general and V is the potential. The Lagrangian density (1) may be equivalent to the extended complex Lagrangian density (3) in Ref. [11] , the current discussion is a continuation of it and will focus on the η = 1 case. The Lagrangian (1) possesses clearly certain symmetry. In order to exhibit this symmetry let us rewrite it as
where
where "T" denotes the transpose of matrix. Obviously, under the following transformation
where α is a real "angular" parameter, c(α
which give cos α and sin α for η = −1, cosh α and sinh α for η = 1, the Lagrangian (2) holds invariant. We call it the SO(2; η) symmetry, which yields the SO(2) and SO(1, 1) symmetries
Defining the new fields Φ and θ by Φ = φ , then the Lagrangian density (1) is reduced to
Note that KE in the Lagrangian (5) is always positive. For η = −1 it gives the Lagrangian density of the complex quintessence model [15, 16] , and a more general form may be found in Ref. [17] .
For a spatially flat, isotropic and homogeneous universe with a dust matter component and a dark energy component originating from the SO(2; η) scalar fields, the Friedman equations and the scalar field equations are
with
where H =˙a a is the Hubble parameter, a dot and a prime denote derivatives with respect to t and Φ, respectively. Equation (9) is independent of the parameter η, the solution iṡ
where c is an integration constant.
Putting equation (12) in (5), (10) and (11), then we have
The Lagrangian (13) may be composed as
where ηc 2 playing the role of the coupling constant, which is also related to the U(1) charge for η = −1 [15] . The sign of L c depends on the parameter η, it is negative if η = 1. Unlike a negative KE, a negative CE appearing in (16) should be easy to be accepted.
The expressions for the energy density and pressure (14) and (15) with η = 1, i.e., the SO(1, 1) case, resembles to (19) and (20) in Ref. [8] , but there is an fundamental difference between them that the current model always has a positive KE. Provided that KE ≥ CE, (13) represents the quintessence or cosmological constant. For KE < CE, then w Φ < −1, it may be considered as a candidate of phantom.
From the discussions given above, one can see in the SO(1, 1) case the equation of state parameter are allowed to take values on a wider range.
Let us now turn back to equations (6) and (7). Assuming that w m , w Φ and Ω m and Ω Φ are varying slowly we obtain a ≃ (α+βt) 2/3(1+Ωmwm+Ω Φ w Φ ) with α and β are two constants, where
and restricting w Φ on w Φ < − 1+3Ωmwm 3Ω Φ , then we have the accelerating expansion solution
which is consistent with that in [5] for Ω Φ = 1. Note that (17) holds always valid for any w Φ except for
Considering the case KE ≪ CE, defining Σ = Ω m w m + Ω Φ w Φ and noting that the termṡ ΦΦ and 3HΦ 2 may be neglected since Φ falls off nearly as fast as a −3 , then we have
and
where ρ 0 is the total energy density of the universe,
For late time, the matter density fall off rapidly, the universe will be almost completely dominated by the phantom energy, i.e., Ω Φ → 1. In this case, L c and V are simply
In deriving equations (20) and (21), w Φ is treated as an constant input. When KE is considered, the form of L c will be different from (20) but the potential (21) doesn't change.
Though w Φ must actually be evolving with time, and the w Φ -evolving model should be more general, but it is hard to obtain some exact knowledge of w Φ evolution [18] .
We have shown some properties of the SO(1, 1) dark energy model with w Φ > −1 or
The negative KE appearing in phantom model has been replaced by the negative CE, here. A negative CE is puzzling less than a negative KE, so the problem of the negative KE is in principle overcome. In the next section, we will give a discussion of how a phantom universe would evolve in future, and in order to fit the phantom universe, propose a power-law expansion universe model with time-dependent power.
III Power-Law Expansion Universe
For a phantom universe described by the power-law scale factor a = a(t m )[−w pm + (1 + w pm )(
)] 2/3(1+wpm) with w pm < −1, one can almost be sure to infer the occurrence of Big Rip [5, 6] for constant w Φ . However, provided that w Φ rapidly approaches −1 according to
, and the universe will stay on the approximate de Sitter phase forever.
Another interesting problem is the universe transition from ordinary acceleration (Ḣ < 0) to super acceleration (Ḣ > 0) phase. Clearly, our SO(1, 1) dark energy model can describe this transition since it allows the equation of state parameter w Φ to change from > −1 to < −1. However, the power-law expansion universe model with a constant power can only describe the single acceleration expansion phase with w Φ < −1 or w Φ > −1. Thus, such a model cannot describe this transition. In order to overcome this difficulty, let us consider the following scale factor
where n = n(t) is a function of time. For (22), the Hubble parameter and its first derivative with respect to time are
where a dot denotes the derivative with respect to time. Let us choose the following power n of the form
where n 0 and b are two constants. Putting equation (25) andṅ = b in (23) and (24) yields
Letting t c denote the transition time from ordinary acceleration to super acceleration, which satisfies equationḢ = 0, then from equation (27) 
